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attachment

iceberg effect
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10% visible

90% Hidden

INSTALL NEW DATA

life experiences

words spoken
over you

beliefs
about self,

others,
god,

world

absence of what
you needed

through practices

speaking, singing, 
tapping, Havening, 
writing, visualizing



CoDependent
Communication Issues
Avoiding
Trust/Betrayal
Exhausted from Care Giving
Alone in Relationship
Disconnected
Shut Down
Lack of Intimacy
Longing for depth
Lonely 

         

Longing for purpose or meaning
Dissatisfied
Don't know purpose
No balance - workaholic
Unemployed
Stuck
Spiritually disconnected
Disappointed with God or life
I'm behind where I should be 
Searching

PERSONAL
meaningful

relational

PERSONAL relational meaningful
Anxious                  Shut Down
Depressed            Controlling
Obsessive              Ruminating  
Moody                   Striving
Exhausted              Too Much
Perfection              People Pleasing
Lonely/Isolated     Rejected
Shame                    Numb
Chronic Health      Grieving
Feel Unseen           Empty
Heartbroken          Betrayed
Abused                   Disappointed
Chronic Fatigue     Confusion 
Fearful                    Procrastinating

celebrated
seen
expectant
Trusting
healthy
clarity
compassion
FrEE
satisfied
Clear Vision
UNDERSTANDING
Live from Meaning
Valued/ WORTHY

Calm
CONTENT
joyful
energy/life
hopeful
belonging
CREATIVE
empowered
connected
loved
brave
Peaceful       
BOUNDARIES

Where are you?

genesis 3:9

Where do you want to be?
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.

WHERE

ARE 

YOU? 

why people reach for therapists or coach?

WHERE DO YOU DESIRE TO BE?



Desired state

We can rewire three pathways at once.
1.
 

2.
 

3.

Where do you want to be?

create your Desired state to install
 

 energy (Fatigue)
 clarity (Brain Fog)
 connected (Lonely) 

1.
2.
3.

I'm living my best life full of energy, clarity and
meaningful connection.

 worthy
  love
  belonging

1.
2.
3.

I am worthy of love and belonging.
my desired state/ statement or new song: 

he put a new song in my mouth...Psalm 40:3

NOTE:
Writing is

 an install

NOTE:
bilateral 
tapping is

 an install



shame
anxiety

guilt

defenses
parts
masks

clarity, calm, courage, confidence, creativity, curiosity, 
compassion & Connected

CORE Self

CORE emotion

angry, sad, fear, disgust, joy, excitement, sexual excitement

THe path back to you

self compassion

defenses
masks

sarcasm
performing
people pleasing
analyzing
over planning
ocd
numbing out
withdrawing
overeating
excess shopping

the things we do to guard our hearts.

addiction
obsessive working out
depression
anxious
avoiding
lashing out
procrastinating
critical
controlling
blaming

life events
loss, death, divorce, 

heart break, betrayal, abuse

PartsPartsParts
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Exiled: 
desire for love

Heart break / sadness
BELIEF: I'm Unworthy

of love. Love is painful.
Don't trust anyone.

NoBad PartsNoBad PartsNoBad Parts

manager:
I work overtime.

i don't need relationships. 
I'm valued at work.

Manager:
I spiritualize away desire

because God wants me single.

fire fighter: 
WHEN I HEAR HIS NAME or GO

TO A WEDdiNG AND get
triggered, i'll have too much
wine so i can numb the pain
or a i'll shopping spree to
assure i look better than

her. 

how do we heal our wounded parts to return to core self? 

Notice the Part with Compassion.
Do you feel it in your body?

What does it want to say to you?
What does it need?

Invite Jesus to be with this part.
 

Commit to move toward the NEED.

Internal family systems

managers : 
Perfection, People

pleasing & Procrastinating
I will deny my needs and do
what others desire to keep

relationships. I Will find value
in doing good, but I will I

Procrastinate when it comes
to dreams and desires fearing

putting mYSELF out there
could lead ME back to

rejection.
 

Exiled: 
desire for delight or dream

JOY/EXCITEMENT
BELIEF: my DESIRES ARE Too MUCH. 
i have to trade my auTHenticity 

for belonging. I'll walk on 
egg shells not to upset 

people.
 

fire fighter: 
When people try to move
toward ME with delight,

 I Shut down.
I won't allow myself to

feel joy. 
I KEEP PEOPLE AT A DISTANCE. 

When people compliment ME,
I Spiritualize IT because i feel

guilty receiving delight.
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Meet
Sally

Meet
lucy

positive
IMAGERY

IS AN INSTALL.



 
 
 

What part came forward?

Did you see an image, color, or memory?

what did the part say?

What does it need?

Where did it come from?

what did jesus say to this part?

if you saw a memory that was hard - practice havening.

what new belief do you need to install today? practice installing.

 
 
 

now draw a picture to represent your exile, your manager and your fire fighter.

Put it into Practice
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You desire truth in my inward part. Psalm 51:6

Havening 
is an install

practice.

books to consider:
Boundaries for the soul - Cook & Miller (Parts work)

Strong like Water - Kolber (Healing your story)



egypt/ 
slave mindset

numbers 13-14 & GaL 4

shame
anxiety

guilt

clarity, calm, courage, confidence, creativity, 
curiosity, compassion & Connected

CORE Self

CORE emotion

Promise LandPromise LandPromise Land

wellspring of life

proverbs 4:23
guard your inner man
for from it flows the 

fountain of life 

defenses
masks
parts

path back to GOD

Face your giants

1.
2.
3.

your 
enemy

Desired Song:
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we have this treasure in earthen vessels..2 Cor 4:7



acceptance & compassion for all 
wounded parts. All parts are welcome.

Meditation: Centering prayer, visualizations, scripture, pARTS WORK

Grounding: morning ritual, feet to grass & Earth or floor

Breath work: box breath when you feel low
                         4-7-8 for sleeping
                         in & Out for energy

practicing Gratitude AS A LIFESTYLE

JournalING : gratitude, planning list, or emotions and events

Learning something new

Movement: Walking, stretching, dancing

Vision boarding 

Feel good music

HAVENING: Gentle nourishing movements hands, arms, forehead

ta'avah - a holy practice using trauma informed movement to bring one
                 
                  back to life.

safety must be established to heal.

SALVE

healing

S
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E

 

life team established. we wound in community and we
heal in community.

vulnerability is courage, fosters connection
and is key to living authentically you.

embrace needed rhythms that promote healing
and growth. consistency in practice is the key.

Practices that Heal
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Plank Open Heart selah



 
May you be happy,

May you be Healthy,
May you be at PEACE

Yourself
 

Someone you love
 

someone difficult

Havening nourishing touch can be used to install desired
emotions and states. Gently rub your hands together like

you are washing them. Then move your hands from
shoulders to elbows like you are giving yourself a gentle
hug. Then move your fingertips above your eyebrows from
center out. These 3 motions increase serotonin, decrease
cortisol and release enzymes that hold triggers in our

neurons. 
 

* use havening when you are triggered to send delta waves
to calm your body. 

Rochelle's Favorite Practices 

 
Look for new videos/ retreats from Rochelle

 
Combining trauma informed practices

that heal while offering 
spiritual formation.

 

Havening 

Centering Prayer

Ta'avah

Loving Kindness
Take slow deep breaths and settle in.

then imagine you are sending
lovingkindness to yourself and others.

x3

Stilling yourself before god while 
holding a sacred word like "Abba."

The goal is to turn inward and be with
God allowing him to do what only he

can do. 



Create your own practice
tip: Calendar your time & Cluster them

10/10/10 with a goal of 20/20/20
 

(author of 5am club claims 20 mindfulness, 20 movement and 20 learning will change your life.)

 
 
 
 

 
Morning 

Grounding tea/ positive
imagery desired state with

havening / movement
 

Use anchor during the day & 
Show self compassion 

 
Evening: 

Journal gratitude & Breath
work 

before bed
 

example
 practice

go through the list of healing practices and note the ones that impact you most
or those you can add to your routine. then create a goal practice.

 
Morning 

movement & Centering
prayer

 
Day:

practice slowing doown
 

Evening: havening with
desired state/

learning something new
 

my top
practices

example
 practice

www.rochellefrazier.com
601-320-5445


